Drive your institution’s research mission forward with InCites Benchmarking & Analytics™, a flexible research evaluation tool that helps you easily analyze trusted data to make confident decisions about your research programs.

Get the evidence you need to inform strategic planning, benchmark against peers, demonstrate funding outcomes and optimize collaborations.

Set on a foundation of research integrity, rely on unbiased data to responsibly measure successes and develop a plan to multiply impact.

Measure your success. Multiply your impact.

Confidently build your research strategy with trusted data.
Trusted data

Advance your institution’s mission by relying on data that is accurate, objective and complete from the Web of Science Core Collection™.

• Make confident decisions based on publisher-neutral data dating from 1980 to present day.

• Reference the same Web of Science data used in 75% of major research evaluation initiatives around the world.

• Demonstrate outcomes with patents and grant data sourced from Derwent Innovations Index™ and Pivot-RP.

Strategic insights

Be a leader in responsible research evaluation using innovative indicators developed by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI)™.

• Evaluate research using normalized citation indicators to control for differences in institution size and topic area.

• Enable leaders and researchers to target strategic research areas and conduct analyses against sustainable development goals.

• Coming soon: Assess the effect of domestic and international collaborations on research performance with the Collaborative CNCI indicator.

90M papers from Web of Science™

13 regional assessment classifications

22M records with funding data

1.5M records with patent data

55% of papers are tagged to an SDG

(SOURCE: NORA)
Flexible reporting

Empower stakeholders across your institution to make informed decisions with multiple report options.

- Gain insights from a flexible tool that offers both prebuilt reports for novice users and powerful capabilities for analysts.
- Measure your progress toward open research goals and inform transformative agreement decisions.
- Align library intelligence to researcher needs through the use of journal level metrics and reports such as the Alma Collection Report.

Figure 1: Sync research office and library strategy.

100% author names and affiliations captured

150K records per Web of Science data export
About Clarivate

Clarivate is a leading global information services provider. We connect people and organizations to intelligence they can trust to transform their perspective, their work and our world. Our subscription and technology-based solutions are coupled with deep domain expertise and cover the areas of Academia & Government, Life Sciences & Healthcare and Intellectual Property.

Find out more

To learn more about InCites Benchmarking & Analytics visit: clarivate.com/incites-benchmarking-analytics/

Contact our experts today:

clarivate.com
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